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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention pertains to relief printing
and in particular to preparation of an enhanced relief
printing plate.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Flexography, which is one example of relief
printing, produces an image on a substrate by transfer-
ring ink from the surface of a relief plate, representing
the image, directly to a substrate. Relief features in a
flexographic plate are typically formed by subjecting a
plate precursor to a curing radiation (e.g. ultraviolet light)
through an image-wise mask and then developing the
precursor to wash away parts of the plate that have not
received sufficient curing radiation. The resulting relief
features typically comprise solid areas and halftone dots
of varying sizes and/or quantities per area to represent
a range of tones specified by the image data. For exam-
ple, a highlight tone can be represented by an array of
very small relief dots in an area, a shadow tone can be
represented by an array of large dots in an area, and a
full tone can be represented by a solid relief area.
[0003] A number of challenges exist in preparing and
printing with relief plates. One challenge is to produce
relief features that accurately represent image features.
Another challenge is to transfer an optimal quantity of ink
from relief features so that printed ink densities on the
substrate have a wide range and relatively linear corre-
lation with image tonality. Another challenge is to transfer
ink with a uniform density to the substrate so that areas
representing a specific image tonality have a consistent
appearance. The prior art teaches a number of tech-
niques to address individual challenges, as described
below. However, similar techniques appear to produce
a variety of results.
[0004] U.S. Patent No. 6,063,546 (Gelbart) teaches
the use of a mask with varying optical density to control
the amount of curing radiation delivered to individual
plate precursor features. In particular, Gelbart teaches
that relief feature accuracy can be improved by allowing
a full exposure for highlight features, and gradually re-
ducing exposure as tonality increases to some optimal
level for full tone features. Gelbart teaches an analog
method for varying optical density. For example, one or
more layers of UV light-absorbing mask material can be
removed to provide partial transparency for an image fea-
ture in a mask. Gelbart also teaches a digital method for
varying optical density. For example, Gelbart teaches an
area modulation technique involving a pseudo-random
distribution of opaque features in an image area of a mask
to effect an average reduction in exposure for the corre-
sponding relief feature. Gelbart teaches that these
opaque features should be small enough that upon ex-
posure and developing they are not resolved in the relief

plate (e.g. as relief holes).
[0005] U.S. Patent No. 7,279,254 (Zwadlo) teaches
laminating a mask to a plate precursor prior to exposure
to improve the accuracy of relief features. It is believed
that laminating reduces the gap between the mask and
precursor so that curing radiation is less likely to scatter
into areas of the precursor surrounding a transparent ar-
ea of the mask. Zwadlo also teaches using a mask that
includes a transparent substrate layer as a barrier. It is
believed that laminating such a mask on a precursor pre-
vents oxygen from reaching the plate precursor during
exposure. In the presence of oxygen, some plate precur-
sor materials require higher exposure levels to cure and
thus image features can shrink in size, resulting in less
accurate features.
[0006] U.S. Patent No. 6,492,095 (Samworth) teaches
using a pattern of opaque features in a mask to form a
pattern of ink-carrying cells (holes) in solid relief areas
to improve ink transfer to the printing substrate. Sam-
worth teaches that the cell size should be small enough
so that the aggregate volume of ink-carrying cells is less
than that of the cells in the inking roller but big enough
to form holes in the relief. Samworth suggests a suitable
size is approximately 30 mm in diameter corresponding
to a cluster of typical (e.g. 2400 DPI or approximately 10
mm) image pixels. Thus, in contrast with Gelbart, Sam-
worth teaches deliberately creating holes in the relief me-
dia but only in areas of solid relief.
[0007] U.S. Patent No. 6,731,405 (Samworth) extends
the idea to also create ink-carrying cells in other halftone
relief features according to the associated tonality. Sam-
worth teaches using smaller or fewer ink-carrying cells
in lower-tone features and to vary the size or quantity so
that a greater aggregate cell volume is achieved for areas
of higher tone than for areas of lower tone.
[0008] U.S. Patent Publication No. 2007/0002384
(Samworth et al.) teaches controlling ink film thickness
on halftone dots by controlling the dimension of halftone
dot relief features. For example, an approximately circu-
lar halftone dot will include at least one concentric ring
of pixels that receives ink and one concentric ring of pixels
that does not receive ink. This is in contrast with U.S.
Patent Nos. 6,492,095 and 6,731,405 (both to Samworth)
which teaches creating ink-receptive cells in ink-recep-
tive relief areas.
[0009] U.S. Patent Publication No. 2007/0002384
(Samworth et al.) also teach that the dimension of ink-
receptive portions of halftone dots should vary to allow
different thicknesses of film to be delivered for different
tonalities. In particular, Samworth et al. teaches that near
50% tone, ink film thickness should be increased by in-
creasing the dimension of ink-receptive portions of half-
tone features. Further, Samworth et al. teaches increas-
ing the dimension (e.g. ring width) to make a smooth
transition to a solid ink-receptive area for 100% tone.
[0010] U.S. Patent No. 6,701,847 (Weichmann) teach-
es varying ink density on the printed substrate by super-
imposing a basic halftone image raster with a fine micro-
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raster to reduce the quantity of transferred ink. The mi-
croraster serves to reduce the area coverage of image
areas (e.g. create holes in the printed image) to reduce
the quantity of transferred ink. Weichmann further teach-
es varying the microraster to provide a gentle transition
in reduced area coverage from a maximum amount at
full tone to a minimum amount at some lower tone. Weich-
mann teaches, for example, the use of a checkerboard
microraster with 5 mm by 10 mm holes arranged in a
checkerboard pattern to achieve a 50% area coverage
and corresponding ink density reduction.
[0011] DE 43 24 577 C1 describes a method for mod-
ifying the printing surface of a flexographic printing ele-
ment.
[0012] Thus, it is clear from the prior art that creating
a pattern of holes in halftone data can be used for a variety
of purposes. It is not clear from the prior art why seemingly
similar techniques produce significantly different results
in the printing plate and printed image. It may be that
some techniques produce different results for different
printing processes. From empirical study of the state of
the art of relief printing, however, it is clear that there is
room for improvement.
[0013] For example, accurate representation of half-
tone relief features throughout the tonal range is still a
challenge. In particular, it is desirable that relief features
have relatively steep shoulders in order to resolve very
fine features and to provide a precise delineation of relief
boundaries. It is also desirable that printed ink densities
range from a maximum amount for full tone image areas
to minimal amounts in the extreme highlight tonal areas.
It is also desirable that printed tonality vary with nearly a
linear correlation to requested tonality. It is also desirable
that ink be transferred with a uniform appearance in areas
of consistent tonality.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0014] The present invention provides a method as de-
fined by claim 1. Further embodiments are inter alia dis-
closed in the dependent claims. The method may be used
for producing a relief image article that, when used in a
printing process, produces a printed image with good im-
age accuracy, dynamic range, ink density uniformity, and
tonal linearity.
[0015] According to one aspect of the invention, a pat-
tern can be applied to substantially all image feature sizes
of the halftone image data to reduce the transparency of
image areas of a mask by a constant amount. The re-
sultant mask can be affixed to a plate precursor to form
an intimate contact with, and a gaseous barrier to, the
plate precursor. The plate precursor can then be exposed
to curing radiation and the mask removed. After process-
ing, the precursor forms a relief plate carrying a relief
image that resolves the pattern in the surface of relief
features. Solid ink densities are substantially maintained
or increased when the pattern is applied to solid relief
features.

[0016] According to another aspect of the invention,
the pattern comprises an arrangement of nearly opaque
and nearly transparent features. In preferred embodi-
ments, the opaque features reduce image area transpar-
ency by at least 25%. In one preferred embodiment the
opaque features reduce image area transparency by ap-
proximately 50%.
[0017] According to preferred embodiments of the in-
vention, the pattern comprises a regular pattern of
opaque features each of which is of a size smaller than
10 mm by 10 mm. In one preferred embodiment, the
opaque feature size is approximately 10 mm by 5 mm. In
one preferred embodiment, the regular pattern compris-
es a checkerboard pattern of opaque features.
[0018] According to another aspect of the invention,
the pattern can be applied to nominal halftone data rep-
resenting image features larger than a minimum size cor-
responding to a very small halftone dot. In one preferred
embodiment, the minimum size corresponds to a halftone
dot corresponding to tonality of 3% at a resolution of 2400
DPI. In another preferred embodiment, the predeter-
mined size corresponds to halftone image features with
an effective diameter of at least 30 mm.
[0019] According to some embodiments of the inven-
tion, the pattern can be excluded from certain areas of
halftone features. For example, the pattern may be ex-
cluded from perimeter pixels. As another example, the
pattern may be excluded from small feature protrusions.
[0020] These and other aspects of the present inven-
tion are illustrated in the detailed description of the in-
vention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIGS. 1A and 1B are diagrams illustrating an exem-
plary relief plate and precursor according to the prior
art.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary pattern
of opaque features according to one preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagrams illustrating nominal
and processed halftone data according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating an exem-
plary relief plate and precursor produced according
to the present invention.
FIGS. 5A and 5B are micrographs of exemplary
shoulder angles of relief features according to the
prior art and the present invention.
FIGS. 6A-6E are micrographs of exemplary portions
of relief plates produced according to the present
invention.
FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating exemplary printed ink
densities according to the prior art and the present
invention.
FIG. 8 is a graph illustrating exemplary uncalibrated
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tonal response according to the prior art and the
present invention.
FIGS. 9A and 9B are micrographs of solid image
areas of an exemplary printed substrate according
to the prior art and the present invention respectively.
FIGS. 10A and 10B are micrographs of negative text
features of an exemplary printed substrate according
to the prior art and the present invention respectively.
FIGS. 11A and 11B are micrographs of positive text
features in non-image areas of an exemplary printed
substrate according to the prior art and the present
invention respectively.
FIGS. 12A and 12B are micrographs of mid-tone im-
age areas of exemplary printed substrate according
to the prior art and the present invention respectively.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0022] FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating an exemplary
relief plate 20 according to the prior art. For example,
relief plate 20 can be made from photopolymers and used
in flexographic printing. Relief plate 20 includes a plate
floor 21 which, for example, can be formed from pho-
topolymer material cross-linked by exposure to curing
radiation through the back surface. Relief plate 20 also
includes relief features 22-24, whose top surfaces are
intended to transfer ink to a printing substrate to repro-
duce image features.
[0023] Small relief feature 22 is amongst the smallest
relief feature that can reliably transfer ink to the printing
substrate. Some of the smallest small relief features 22
may not have sufficient relief height to reliably accept ink.
Alternatively, small relief features 22 that are too small
may have sufficient relief height but may not reliably
transfer ink to the printing substrate. For example, a small
relief feature 22 that is too small may be so narrow that
it bends or breaks under pressure. Typically, small relief
feature 22 corresponds to a halftone dot of less than ap-
proximately 3% tonality at about 2400 DPI.
[0024] Nominal relief feature 23 represents halftone
image features having a nominal size ranging from the
minimum (e.g. 3% tonality) to below the maximum (i.e.
solid tone). Solid relief feature 24 corresponds to the larg-
est size image feature or solid tone (e.g. maximum ink
density per unit area on the printed substrate).
[0025] Relief features 22-24 are formed through expo-
sure to curing radiation 9 so that malleable photopolymer
is cross-linked into a more stable state. Relief features
22-24 can typically have an approximately conical shape
with a shoulder 25. The angle of shoulder 25 can vary
somewhat for different features 22-24. Ideally, the angle
of shoulder 25 is relatively steep so that the top surface
of relief feature 22-24 is precise.
[0026] FIG. 1B is a diagram illustrating an exemplary
relief plate precursor 1 according to the prior art. Plate
precursor 1 can, for example, comprise an uncured pho-
topolymer material. One exemplary embodiment of plate
precursor 1 is Flexcell NX flexographic media, manufac-

tured by Eastman Kodak Company. Processing of plate
precursor 1 includes at least formation of an image-wise
mask 2 and exposure of plate precursor 1 to radiation 9
(e.g. UV light) through mask 2.
[0027] Mask 2 can be made from a variety of materials
and with a variety of structural compositions. In general,
however, mask 2 is a substantially planar article that is
typically formed as an integral part of plate precursor 1
or is arranged in close proximity to the surface of plate
precursor 1. Mask 2 includes areas that are highly
opaque to curing radiation 9 and areas that are relatively
transparent to curing radiation 9.
[0028] According to preferred embodiments of the in-
vention, mask 2 is initially a separate article and com-
prises at least a substantially transparent barrier layer 3
and a substantially opaque layer 4. In preferred embod-
iments, mask 2 is laminated to plate precursor 1 prior to
exposure with curing radiation 9. One exemplary embod-
iment of mask 2 is thermal imaging layer film manufac-
tured by Eastman Kodak Company.
[0029] Prior to lamination, however, portions of opaque
layer 4 are removed to leave image areas 5 that will allow
exposure of plate precursor 1 to curing radiation 9. Por-
tions of opaque layer 4 can be removed by thermal ab-
lation as an example. After exposure to curing radiation
9, plate precursor 1 can be further processed, for exam-
ple, to remove portions that have not been cured. Areas
typically removed below opaque layer 4 are outlined with
dashed lines.
[0030] Depth dimensions of plate precursor 1 and
mask 2 can vary. As an example, plate precursor depth
8 for Flexcell NX media can be in the range of 45-67 mils.
As another example, mask depth 7 for thermal imaging
layer film can be approximately 6-7 mils with the depth
of opaque layer 4 being approximately 1-2 mm. Note that,
for the embodiment of thermal imaging layer film lami-
nated to Flexcell NX media, opaque layer 4 at least par-
tially deforms plate precursor 1.
[0031] In pursuit of further improvements to laminated
Flexcell NX media, the applicants experimented with the
composition of image areas 5. In particular, instead of
completely removing opaque layer 4 to reveal image area
5, portions of opaque layer 4 were retained in image ar-
eas 5 in an attempt to optimize the exposure of relief
features 22-24 and in particular to increase the angle of
shoulders 25.
[0032] A variety of arrangements of opaque features
within image areas 5 were evaluated. For example, the
opaque coverage area (i.e. percentage of image area 5
covered by opaque portions) was varied. As another ex-
ample the opaque coverage area was varied according
to the size of the corresponding image area 5. As another
example, the size of opaque features used for image area
5 was varied. As another example, the positioning of
opaque features used for image area 5 was varied (e.g.
randomized and regular patterns). As another example,
the placement of opaque features in relation to the border
of image area 5 was varied. One patterned arrangement
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of opaque features appeared to provide good improve-
ment in the angle of shoulders 25.
[0033] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary
pattern 10 of opaque features according to one preferred
embodiment of the present invention. Pattern 10 com-
prises a regular arrangement (i.e. checkerboard) of por-
tions of opaque layer 4. For halftone image data with a
square resolution of approximately 2400 DPI, certain di-
mensions of pattern 10 were found to improve shoulder
angles. For example, a value of approximately 10 mm
was determined for opaque portion width 11. Also, a val-
ue of approximately 5 mm was determined for opaque
portion length 13. Since halftone image pixel length 12
at 2400 DPI is approximately 10 mm, pattern 10 reduces
the transparency of image area 5 by approximately 50%.
[0034] Surprisingly, pattern 10 could be applied with
good results to most image areas 5. In particular, pattern
10 could be beneficially applied to all but the smallest
image areas 5 (i.e. corresponding to small relief feature
22). In one preferred embodiment, pattern 10 could be
excluded from certain boundary portions of image area 5.
[0035] In one preferred embodiment, application of a
pattern can involve a simple post-processing operation
performed by a data processor on nominal halftone data.
The process can involve first up-sampling the halftone
data to 4800 DPI in one dimension. Next, the up-sampled
halftone data can be eroded by one pixel at image feature
boundaries to produce a secondary halftone data. Iso-
lated image features that have been eroded from the up-
sampled data can then be added back to the secondary
halftone data. Next, the original up-sampled data can
have the checkerboard pattern applied and then be com-
bined with the modified secondary halftone data so that
very small image features are not patterned. In other em-
bodiments, patterning may be avoided at the boundary
of halftone features to more precisely delineate those
boundaries.
[0036] FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagrams illustrating nom-
inal and processed halftone data according to one pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 A
illustrates exemplary nominal halftone data at a resolu-
tion of 2400 DPI. Nominal halftone image feature 14A is
very small, comprising three adjacent pixels. Nominal
halftone image features 14B and 14C are somewhat larg-
er, comprising seven and eight adjacent pixels respec-
tively. Nominal halftone image features 14D and 14E are
thin lines with maximum height of two and three pixels
respectively. Larger dots, lines, and other solid tone fea-
tures of varying sizes are also depicted for clarity.
[0037] FIG. 3B illustrates the nominal halftone data of
FIG. 3 A, processed by one preferred pattern processing
method of the present invention. The resolution is now
4800 DPI across the page. Processed halftone image
features 15A and 15B, corresponding to nominal halftone
image features 14A and 14B respectively, are un-pat-
terned but now comprise six and fourteen pixels respec-
tively. Processed halftone image features 15C and 15E
are partially patterned in areas where their original di-

mensions were sufficiently large between boundaries.
Processed halftone image feature 15D is un-patterned
since nominal halftone image feature 14D is only two
pixels high.
[0038] AM halftoning generally produces dots of vary-
ing sizes in an area to represent tonality. Thus, dots of
size approximately 30 mm in diameter will be patterned
and substantially all of the halftone dots (e.g. for tonality
3% and above) will be patterned accordingly. FM half-
toning generally produces dots of about the same size
but with varying density per unit area. In flexography, FM
dot sizes can be selected from a range of about 10 mm
to 70 mm (or larger). Typically, larger FM dots sizes (25
mm or larger) are preferred so that patterning would be
applied to substantially all FM halftone dots for the larger
FM dot sizes.
[0039] FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating an
exemplary relief plate 20 and plate precursor 1 produced
according to the present invention. Small relief feature
22 is the same in both prior art and inventive relief plates
20. Patterned nominal relief feature 26 and patterned sol-
id relief feature 27 have pattern 10 resolved in their top
surface. Patterned relief features 26 and 27 also have
shoulders 25 that are steeper than those of correspond-
ing relief features 23 and 24 of the prior art. Patterned
image areas 6 in FIG. 4B represent corresponding image
areas 5 that are modified by applying pattern 10 to
opaque layer 4 in those areas.
[0040] Note that scale of features in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A,
and 4B are not exact. Empirically, the applicants have
found that for an opaque layer 4 with a depth of approx-
imately 1 mm, corresponding depressions of approxi-
mately 2-3 mm are formed by pattern 10 in patterned
relief features 26 and 27.
[0041] FIG. 5 A depicts cross section 30 of a portion
of a Flexcell NX printing plate produced according to the
prior art. Adjacent nominal relief features 23 were pro-
duced by exposing the plate precursor through a lami-
nated thermal imaging layer mask produced with nominal
halftone data. Nominal relief features 23 include shoul-
ders 25 having shoulder angle 35 A.
[0042] FIG. 5B depicts cross section 31 of a portion of
a Flexcell NX printing plate produced according to one
embodiment of the present invention. Adjacent highlight
image patterned nominal relief features 26 were pro-
duced by exposing the plate precursor through a lami-
nated thermal imaging layer mask produced with proc-
essed halftone data. Processing was consistent with the
methods describe above for applying pattern 10. Pat-
terned nominal relief features 26 include shoulders 25
having shoulder angle 35B, which is approximately 20%
steeper than shoulder angle 35A.
[0043] FIGS. 6A-6E are micrographs of exemplary por-
tions of relief plate 20 produced according to the present
invention. FIG. 6A depicts a portion of a first relief plate
20 corresponding to a portion of reverse text. That is,
patterned solid relief feature 27 transfers ink while the
plate floor 21, corresponding to the text character, does
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not carry ink and thus a reverse image of the text is formed
on the printing substrate. At magnification of 100x, one
can begin to see pattern 10 resolved in patterned solid
relief feature 27.
[0044] FIG. 6B depicts a 750x magnified view of pat-
terned solid relief feature 27 and plate floor 21. The ap-
pearance of regular pattern 10 is now easier to discern
in patterned solid relief feature 27. FIG. 6C depicts a
2500x magnified view of patterned solid relief feature 27.
At this magnification, it is apparent that relief surfaces 28
and relief depressions 29 have geometries that are highly
correlated with pattern 10. In particular, relief depres-
sions 29 correspond to opaque portions of pattern 10
while relief surfaces 28 correspond to transparent por-
tions of pattern 10. For increased clarity, FIG. 6D depicts
an 8000X magnified view of patterned solid relief feature
27. Relief surfaces 28 are relatively smooth and flat.
[0045] FIG. 6E depicts a 500x magnified view of high-
light portions of a second relief plate 20 produced ac-
cording to the present invention. In particular, relief plate
20 includes small relief features 22, produced without
pattern 10, and patterned nominal relief features 26, pro-
duced with pattern 10. Clearly, patterned nominal relief
features 26 resolve pattern 10 while features 22 are rel-
atively flat and smooth. Although difficult to accurately
measure with the 70 degree tilt, shoulder angle 35B of
feature 26 appears to be steeper than shoulder angle
35A of small relief feature 22. In particular, shoulder angle
35B appears to be approximately 10% steeper than
shoulder angle 35A.
[0046] The foregoing description clearly shows the in-
tended effect of shoulder angles 35A and 35B by applying
pattern 10 to image areas 5. Although resolving pattern
10 in relief features 26-27 of relief plate 20 was surprising,
the resulting improvements in print quality were even
more surprising. In particular, when compared with the
prior art approach, printed ink densities were effectively
maintained or improved across entire tonal range. Fur-
ther, the uncalibrated tonal response of the printing proc-
ess was more linear with the use of pattern 10 than with-
out.
[0047] FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating exemplary printed
ink densities according to the prior art and the present
invention. The graph depicts average ink densities meas-
ured by a densitometer for each process colorant for a
range of constant tint patches. The patches were printed
using a single plate including relief features produced
with and without pattern 10. Ink density values 40-43 cor-
respond to patches produced according to the prior art.
Ink density values 45-48 correspond to patches produced
according to the present invention.
[0048] Since small relief features 22 are the same for
both approaches, the ink densities for the lowest tints are
the same, as expected. Throughout the remaining high-
light and mid-tones, the ink densities for both nominal
relief feature 23 and patterned nominal relief feature 26
increase monotonically as desired. Except for the yellow
colorant, the ink densities produced throughout the high-

light and shadow tones are similar for both nominal fea-
tures 23 and 26. However, approaching and at solid tone,
relief features 26 and 27 produce significantly higher ink
densities that relief features 23 and 24 respectively.
Thus, using pattern 10 throughout substantially the entire
tonal range produces improved ink density results.
[0049] FIG. 8 is a graph illustrating exemplary uncali-
brated tonal response according to the prior art and the
present invention. FIG. 8 was produced using the Mur-
ray/Davies dot area formula, to estimate effective dot ar-
ea values from ink density measurements of FIG. 7. Dot
areas 50-53 correspond to patches produced according
to the prior art. Dot areas 55-58 correspond to patches
produced according to the present invention. Patterned
nominal relief features 26 appear to generally incur less
dot gain than nominal relief features 23 and thus provide
a more linear uncalibrated tonal response.
[0050] FIGS. 9A and 9B are micrographs of solid image
areas of an exemplary printed substrate according to the
prior art and the present invention respectively. Clearly,
in addition to improved ink density, the distribution of ink
is much more uniform when printing with patterned solid
relief feature 27 as compared with solid relief feature 24.
[0051] FIGS. 10A and 10B are micrographs of negative
text features of an exemplary printed substrate according
to the prior art and the present invention respectively.
Clearly, solid inked areas produced by patterned solid
relief features 27, surrounding the negative text are uni-
formly dense and have precisely formed edges, indica-
tive of steep shoulders.
[0052] FIGS. 11A and 11B are micrographs of positive
text features in non-image areas of an exemplary printed
substrate according to the prior art and the present in-
vention respectively. The relative improvement in uni-
formity and boundary precision is similar to that depicted
in FIGS. 10A and 10B.
[0053] FIGS. 12A and 12B are micrographs of mid-
tone image areas of exemplary printed substrate accord-
ing to the prior art and the present invention respectively.
Clearly, the printed halftone dots produced by patterned
nominal relief features 26 have more precise boundaries
and more uniform ink distribution within those boundaries
when compared with the printed halftone dots produced
by nominal relief features 23.
[0054] Embodiments of the present invention may
comprise any medium which carries a set of computer-
readable signals comprising instructions which, when ex-
ecuted by a computer processor, cause the computer
processor to execute a method of the invention. Embod-
iments may be in any of a wide variety of forms. Embod-
iments may comprise, for example, physical media such
as magnetic storage media including floppy diskettes,
hard disk drives, optical data storage media including CD
ROMs, DVDs, electronic data storage media including
ROMs, flash RAM, or the like or transmission-type media
such as digital or analog communication links. The in-
structions may optionally be compressed and/or encrypt-
ed on the medium.
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PARTS LIST

[0055]

1 plate precursor
2 mask
3 transparent barrier layer
4 opaque layer
5 image area
6 patterned image area
7 mask depth
8 plate precursor depth
9 curing radiation
10 pattern
11 opaque portion width
12 halftone image pixel length
13 opaque portion length
14A nominal halftone image feature
14B nominal halftone image feature
14C nominal halftone image feature
14D nominal halftone image feature
14E nominal halftone image feature
15A processed halftone image feature
15B processed halftone image feature
15C processed halftone image feature
15D processed halftone image feature
15E processed halftone image feature
20 relief plate
21 plate floor
22 small relief feature
23 nominal relief feature
24 solid relief feature
25 shoulder
26 patterned nominal relief feature
27 patterned solid relief feature
28 relief surface
29 relief depression
30 cross section
31 cross section
35A shoulder angle
35B shoulder angle
40 ink density
41 ink density
42 ink density
43 ink density
45 ink density
46 ink density
47 ink density
48 ink density
50 dot area
51 dot area
52 dot area
53 dot area
55 dot area
56 dot area
57 dot area
58 dot area

Claims

1. A method for printing an image, the method compris-
ing:

preparing an image mask (2) based on the im-
age wherein preparing comprises:

obtaining halftone image data of a first nom-
inal resolution corresponding to the image;
increasing the resolution of the halftone im-
age data in at least one pixel dimension;
applying a fixed pattern (10) to substantially
all image feature sizes (22) of the halftone
data;
processing the image mask based on the
processed halftone data;
affixing the image mask to a relief medium
precursor;
exposing the relief medium precursor to ra-
diation through the image mask;
producing the relief medium from the relief
medium precursor; and
printing the image using relief features of
the relief medium;

wherein applying the pattern is designed to pro-
vide a constant reduction in transparency in cor-
responding image areas of the image mask;
wherein producing the relief medium comprises
producing a relief medium that resolves the pat-
tern in corresponding relief features;
wherein printing the image comprises printing
solid image features with an increased ink den-
sity when solid relief features resolve the pat-
tern; and
wherein applying the pattern to substantially all
image feature sizes of the halftone data com-
prises applying the pattern to a halftone image
feature with a size at least as large as 30 mm in
diameter.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the fixed pat-
tern comprises a regular pattern.

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein the regular
pattern comprises a checkerboard pattern.

4. A method according to claim 1 wherein the nominal
resolution of the halftone image data is 2400 DPI.

5. A method according to claim 4 wherein increasing
the resolution in at least one dimension comprises
doubling the resolution in one dimension.

6. A method according to claim 1 wherein the image
mask comprises a transparent barrier layer and an
opaque layer.
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7. A method according to claim 6 wherein processing
the image mask comprises removing portions of the
opaque layer based on the halftone data.

8. A method according to claim 1 wherein affixing the
image mask to the relief medium precursor compris-
es laminating the image mask to the relief medium
precursor.

9. A method according to claim 1 wherein producing
the relief medium from the relief medium precursor
comprises removing the image mask from the relief
medium precursor.

10. A method according to claim 9 wherein producing
the relief medium from the relief medium precursor
comprises developing the precursor to remove the
unexposed precursor material.

11. A relief medium representing a halftone image, the
relief medium comprising:

small relief features of a size less than a mini-
mum size of 30 mm in diameter, wherein the top
surface of a small feature is flat;
larger relief features of a size at least as large
as the minimum size wherein the top surface of
each larger relief feature includes a fixed pattern
of relief depressions;
wherein one of the dimensions of each relief de-
pression is significantly smaller than the dimen-
sions of a nominal pixel of the halftone image;
and
wherein ink densities printed by solid relief fea-
tures are greater when the top surface of the
solid relief features includes the pattern of relief
depressions.

12. A relief medium according to claim 11 wherein one
of the dimensions of each relief depression is smaller
than 10 mm.

13. A relief medium according to claim 12 wherein one
of the dimensions of each relief depression is 5 mm.

14. A relief medium according to claim 11 wherein the
fixed pattern comprises a regular pattern.

15. A relief medium according to claim 14 wherein the
regular pattern comprises a checkerboard pattern.

16. A relief medium representing a halftone image, the
relief medium comprising:

small relief features of a size less than a mini-
mum size of 30 mm in diameter wherein the top
surface of a small feature is flat;
larger relief features of a size at least as large

as the minimum size wherein the top surface of
each larger relief feature includes a fixed pattern
of relief depressions;
wherein one of the dimensions of each relief de-
pression is significantly smaller than the dimen-
sions of a nominal pixel of the halftone image;
and
wherein the shoulders of the larger relief fea-
tures have steeper shoulders than similarly
sized relief features with a flat top surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Drucken eines Bildes, wobei das Ver-
fahren Folgendes umfasst:

Vorbereiten einer Bildmaske (2) auf der Grund-
lage eines Bildes, wobei die Vorbereitung Fol-
gendes umfasst:

Erhalten von Halbtonbilddaten einer ersten
nominalen Auflösung, die dem Bild ent-
spricht;
Erhöhen der Auflösung der Halbtonbildda-
ten in mindestens einer Pixelabmessung;
Anwenden eines festen Musters (10) auf im
Wesentlichen alle Bildmerkmalgrößen (22)
der Halbtondaten;
Verarbeiten der Bildmaske auf der Grund-
lage der verarbeiteten Halbtondaten;
Befestigen der Bildmaske an einem Relief-
druckplattenvorläufer;
Belichten des Reliefdruckplattenvorläufers
mit Strahlung durch die Bildmaske;
Erzeugen der Reliefdruckplatte aus dem
Reliefdruckplattenvorläufer; und
Drucken des Bildes unter Verwendung der
Reliefmerkmale der Reliefdruckplatte;

wobei das Aufbringen des Musters dazu ausge-
legt ist, eine konstante Verringerung der Trans-
parenz in entsprechenden Bildbereichen der
Bildmaske bereitzustellen;
wobei das Herstellen der Reliefdruckplatte das
Herstellen einer Reliefdruckplatte umfasst, die
das Muster in entsprechende Reliefmerkmale
auflöst;
wobei das Drucken des Bildes das Drucken von
Vollbildmerkmalen mit einer erhöhten Tinten-
dichte umfasst, wenn Vollreliefmerkmale das
Muster auflösen; und
wobei das Aufbringen des Musters auf im We-
sentlichen alle Bildmerkmalgrößen der Halbton-
daten das Aufbringen des Musters auf ein Halb-
tonbildmerkmal mit einer Größe von mindestens
30 mm Durchmesser umfasst.
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2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das feste Muster
ein regelmäßiges Muster umfasst.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das regelmäßige
Muster ein Schachbrettmuster umfasst.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die nominelle
Auflösung der Halbtonbilddaten 2400 dpi beträgt.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Erhöhen der
Auflösung in mindestens einer Abmessung das Ver-
doppeln der Auflösung in einer Abmessung umfasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bildmaske
eine transparente Sperrschicht und eine opake
Schicht umfasst.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Verarbeiten
der Bildmaske das Entfernen von Abschnitten der
opaken Schicht auf der Grundlage der Halbtondaten
umfasst.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Befestigen
der Bildmaske an dem Reliefdruckplattenvorläufer
das Laminieren der Bildmaske an den Reliefdruck-
plattenvorläufer umfasst.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Herstellen
der Reliefdruckplatte aus dem Reliefdruckplatten-
vorläufer das Entfernen der Bildmaske aus dem Re-
liefdruckplattenvorläufer umfasst.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Herstellen
der Reliefdruckplatte aus dem Reliefdruckplatten-
vorläufer das Entwickeln des Vorläufers zum Entfer-
nen des unbelichteten Vorläufermaterials umfasst.

11. Reliefdruckplatte, welche ein Halbtonbild darstellt,
wobei die Reliefdruckplatte umfasst:

kleine Reliefmerkmale mit einer Größe von we-
niger als einer Mindestgröße von 30 mm Durch-
messer, wobei die Oberseite eines kleinen
Merkmals flach ist;
größere Reliefmerkmale mit einer Größe, die
mindestens so groß ist wie die Mindestgröße,
wobei die Oberseite jedes größeren Reliefmerk-
mals ein festes Muster von Reliefvertiefungen
aufweist;
wobei eine der Abmessungen jeder Reliefver-
tiefung bedeutend kleiner ist als die Abmessun-
gen eines nominalen Pixels des Halbtonbildes;
und
wobei die durch feste Reliefmerkmale gedruck-
ten Tintendichten größer sind, wenn die Ober-
seite der festen Reliefmerkmale das Muster von
Reliefvertiefungen enthält.

12. Reliefdruckplatte nach Anspruch 11, wobei eine der
Abmessungen jeder Reliefvertiefung kleiner als 10
mm ist.

13. Reliefdruckplatte nach Anspruch 12, wobei eine der
Abmessungen jeder Reliefvertiefung 5 mm beträgt.

14. Reliefdruckplatte nach Anspruch 11, wobei das feste
Muster ein regelmäßiges Muster umfasst.

15. Reliefdruckplatte nach Anspruch 14, wobei das re-
gelmäßige Muster ein Schachbrettmuster umfasst.

16. Reliefdruckplatte, welche ein Halbtonbild darstellt,
wobei die Reliefdruckplatte Folgendes umfasst:

kleine Reliefmerkmale mit einer Größe von we-
niger als einer Mindestgröße von 30 mm Durch-
messer, wobei die Oberseite eines kleinen
Merkmals flach ist;
größere Reliefmerkmale mit einer Größe, die
mindestens so groß ist wie die Mindestgröße,
wobei die Oberseite jedes größeren Reliefmerk-
mals ein festes Muster von Reliefvertiefungen
aufweist;
wobei eine der Abmessungen jeder Reliefver-
tiefung bedeutend kleiner ist als die Abmessun-
gen eines nominalen Pixels des Halbtonbildes;
und
wobei die Schultern der größeren Reliefmerk-
male steiler sind, als gleich große Reliefmerk-
male mit einer flachen Oberseite.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’impression d’une image, le procédé
comprenant :

la préparation d’un masque d’image (2) en fonc-
tion de l’image, la préparation comprenant :

l’obtention de données d’image en demi-
teinte d’une première résolution nominale
correspondant à l’image ;
l’augmentation de la résolution des don-
nées d’image en demi-teinte dans au moins
une dimension de pixels ;
l’application d’un motif fixe (10) à pratique-
ment toutes les tailles d’éléments d’image
(22) des données de demi-teinte ;
le traitement du masque d’image en fonc-
tion des données de demi-teinte traitées ;
la fixation du masque d’image sur un pré-
curseur de milieu de relief ;
l’exposition du précurseur du milieu de relief
à un rayonnement à travers le masque
d’image ;
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la production du milieu de relief provenant
du précurseur du milieu de relief ; et
l’impression de l’image à l’aide des élé-
ments en relief du milieu de relief ;

l’application du motif étant conçue pour fournir
une réduction constante de la transparence
dans les zones d’image correspondantes du
masque d’image ;
la production du milieu de relief comprenant la
production d’un milieu de relief qui résout le motif
dans les éléments en relief correspondantes ;
l’impression de l’image comprenant l’impres-
sion d’éléments d’image solide avec une densité
d’encre accrue lorsque des éléments de relief
solide résolvent le motif ; et
l’application du motif à pratiquement toutes les
tailles d’éléments d’image des données de de-
mi-teinte comprenant l’application du motif à un
élément d’image en demi-teinte de diamètre va-
lant au moins 30 mm.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le mo-
tif fixe comprend un motif régulier.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le mo-
tif régulier comprend un motif en damier.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la ré-
solution nominale des données d’image en demi-
teinte est de 2 400 DPI.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’aug-
mentation de la résolution dans au moins une dimen-
sion comprend le doublement de la résolution dans
une dimension.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
masque d’image comprend une couche barrière
transparente et une couche opaque.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le trai-
tement du masque d’image comprend l’élimination
de parties de la couche opaque en fonction des don-
nées de demi-teinte.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la fixa-
tion du masque d’image au précurseur de milieu de
relief comprend le laminage du masque d’image sur
le précurseur de milieu de relief.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pro-
duction du milieu de relief à partir du précurseur de
milieu de relief comprend le retrait du masque d’ima-
ge du précurseur de milieu de relief.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la pro-
duction du milieu de relief à partir du précurseur du

milieu de relief comprend le développement du pré-
curseur pour éliminer le matériau précurseur non ex-
posé.

11. Milieu de relief représentant une image en demi-tein-
te, le milieu de relief comprenant :

des petits éléments en relief d’une taille inférieu-
re à un diamètre minimal de 30 mm, la surface
supérieure d’un petit élément étant plate ;
de plus grands éléments en relief d’une taille au
moins aussi grande que la taille minimale, la sur-
face supérieure de chaque élément en relief re-
lativement grand comprenant un motif fixe de
dépressions de relief ;
l’une des dimensions de chaque dépression de
relief étant nettement plus petite que les dimen-
sions d’un pixel nominal de l’image en demi-
teinte ; et
les densités d’encre imprimées par des élé-
ments de relief solide étant plus élevées lorsque
la surface supérieure des éléments de relief so-
lide comprend le motif des dépressions de relief.

12. Milieu de relief selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
l’une des dimensions de chaque dépression de relief
est inférieure à 10 mm.

13. Milieu de relief selon la revendication 12, dans lequel
l’une des dimensions de chaque dépression de relief
vaut 5 mm.

14. Milieu de relief selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
le motif fixe comprend un motif régulier.

15. Milieu de relief selon la revendication 14, dans lequel
le motif régulier comprend un motif en damier.

16. Milieu de relief représentant une image en demi-tein-
te, le support en relief comprenant :

des petits éléments de relief d’une taille inférieu-
re à un diamètre de 30 mm, la surface supérieure
d’un petit élément étant plate ;
de plus grands éléments en relief d’une taille au
moins aussi grande que la taille minimale, la sur-
face supérieure de chaque élément en relief plus
grand comprenant un motif fixe de dépressions
de relief ;
l’une des dimensions de chaque dépression de
relief étant nettement plus petite que les dimen-
sions d’un pixel nominal de l’image en demi-
teinte ; et
les épaulements des éléments en relief relative-
ment grands ont des épaulements plus inclinés
que les éléments de relief de taille similaire de
surface supérieure plate.
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